TIMELINE OF CARE - LATENT TB

What happens when you are taking: Isoniazid and Rifapentine

1st Visit
- You may see a: nurse, doctor, pharmacist
- Talk about: Latent tuberculosis, Your TB medicine, Lab work (blood tests) needed
- Give you: a lab requisition
- Answer any questions you have
- Up to 1 hour

Weekly Visits
- You may see a: nurse, doctor
- Talk about: How your medicine makes you feel, If there is anything getting in the way of making you feel better, How you are coping
- Give you: your medicine to take at each visit
- Answer any questions you have
- 15 minutes

Final Visit
- You may see a: nurse, doctor
- Talk about: How treatment is going, What happens after you finish your medicine, If we need to see you again
- Give you: your last dose of medicine, a card saying you finished your TB pills. Congratulations!
- 15 minutes

At least 3 months of medicine and follow-up